
From Television Director Eric Dean Seaton
NBC, Disney, Nickelodeon, TBS, BET

There are no dull moments...This is one of the first comic books I’ve ever read that had 
enough brown people in it to look like it could actually have happened in NYC.”

-L.E.H. Light, Black Nerd Problems“
A refreshing take on a mystic warrior story in the modern world....” Derrick Sessoms, Amazon.com 4 Stars

DEMAND is GROWING for MODERN HEROES & DIVERSITY in COMICS

216 pgs | $14.99 | 10/8/2014
ISBN-13: 978-1930315341

188 pgs | $14.99 | 12/10/2014
ISBN-13: 978-1930315372

188 pgs | $14.99 | 02/11/2015
ISBN-13: 978-1930315563

✓Multicultural and strong female characters draw
on strong social support for diversity in comics

✓All Ages comic appeals to the entire family

✓Capitalizes on pop culture’s fascination with
superhero & geek culture

✓Named to MTV’s summer reading list

✓2015 Glyph Comics Award nominee

✓ ‘Top Graphic Novel’ Atlanta Black Star,
Examiner.com

✓150+ articles, live & recorded interviews

✓Amazon Top 10 Contemporary Women
category

✓16 city international comic con & book  tour
including Black Caucus of American Library
Association

✓Upcoming Live Action Short, web series

✓Robust grassroots social media  promotion &
platform

✓Advertising w/major comics websites, book
distributors including Barnes & Noble stores,
Baker & Taylor, Ingram, APG

...just really beautiful books...” -Wayne’s Comic Podcast
Legend of the Mantamaji is the answer to your blerd prayers...” -The Visibility Project

An independent comic the way it should be done.” -John Jennings, Assoc Prof University of Buffalo-SUNY

...its exciting story and call for diversity puts it on this list.” - Danica Davidson, MTV.com 
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AS SEEN IN:

“the mythology and history is worth the price of admission alone!”
-Thelonious Legend, Amazon (4 stars)

Published by “And...Action!” Entertainment, Legend of the Mantamaji tells the story of 
Elijah Alexander, a selfish, conceited Assistant District Attorney on the rise, who learns he 
is the last of a race of mystical knights called the Mantamaji, who once protected all 
mankind. When an ancient evil is resurrected, Elijah must decide whether to accept his 
birthright in order to defeat the greatest threat the Mantamaji have ever faced. 

He’s the last person you’d want to save the world - and he’s our only hope.

The book features artwork by Brandon Palas, the work of colorist Andrew Dalhouse, who 
has worked with From Boom, Dark Horse, Image, Marvel and DC and lettering by Deron 
Bennett, who was nominated for an Eisner Award for his work on titles like Jim Henson’s 
Dark Crystal, Jim Henson’s Tale of Sand and Helldorado, among others.

35K+ Social Media Platform

LegendoftheMantamaji.com 

Facebook:
LegendoftheMantamaji

Instagram: 
@EricDeanSeaton

@LegendoftheMantamaji

Twitter:
@EricDeanSeaton

@Mantamaji

Pinterest:
Mantamaji

ABOUT LEGEND OF THE MANTAMAJI:

As an episodic director, Eric Dean Seaton has directed more than 
200 episodes of 38 different hit TV series, including NBC/Warner 
Bros. comedy Undateable, TBS’s Ground Floor, BET’s Let’s Stay 
Together, Disney’s Austin & Ally and That’s SO Raven, 
Nickelodeon’s Bella and the Bulldogs and the Thundermans. 

A two-time NAACP Image Award nominee, Seaton has also 
directed 18 music videos, two pilots for Disney and two pilots for 
Nickelodeon. A Cleveland, Ohio native and graduate of The Ohio 
State University, Seaton lives in California with his wife and two 
children. Legend of the Mantamaji is his first graphic novel series.
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